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The Theory and Practice of Vocal Psychotherapy
This edited volume with selected expanded papers from CELDA (Cognition and
Exploratory Learning in the Digital Age) 2011 (http://www.celda-‐conf.org/) will
focus on Ubiquitous and Mobile Informal and Formal Learning in the Digital Age,
with sub-topics: Mobile and Ubiquitous Informal and Formal Learning Environments
(Part I), Social Web Technologies for new knowledge representation, retrieval,
creation and sharing in Informal and Formal Educational Settings (Part II), Virtual
Worlds and Game-‐based Informal and Formal Learning (Part III), Location-‐based
and Context-‐ Aware Environments for Formal and Informal Learning Integration
(Part IV) There will be approximately twenty chapters selected for this edited
volume from among peer-‐reviewed papers presented at the CELDA (Cognition and
Exploratory Learning in the Digital Age) 2011 Conference in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil in
November, 2011.

Problems and Solutions on Mechanics
Allens proven ability and flare for presenting complex and oftentimes sensitive
topics in nonthreatening ways carry over in the latest edition of Difference Matters.
Her down-to-earth analysis of six social identity categories reveals how
communication establishes and enacts identity and power dynamics. She provides
historical overviews to show how perceptions of gender, race, social class,
sexuality, ability, and age have varied throughout time and place. Allen clearly
explains pertinent theoretical perspectives and illustrates those and other
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discussions with real-life experiences (many of which are her own). She also offers
practical guidance for how to communicate difference more humanely. While many
examples are from organizational contexts, readers from a wide range of
backgrounds can relate to them and appreciate their relevance. This eye-opening,
vibrant text, suitable for use in a variety of disciplines, motivates readers to think
about valuing difference as a positive, enriching feature of society. Interactive
elements such as Spotlights on Media, I.D. Checks, Tool Kits, and Reflection
Matters questions awaken interest, awareness, and creative insights for change.

Spanish Agriculture
The German legend of the Red Jews, a medieval conflation of the Ten Lost Tribes of
Israel with the biblical destroyers Gog and Magog, articulated throughout the
Middle Ages and well into the sixteenth century a fundamentally antisemitic strain
of popular apocalypticism. This undigested piece of medievalia disappeared as
more strictly biblical narratives of the End replaced medieval myth. As a result, the
Red Jews have not been noticed by modern historians though they were a
universally-known feature of German apocalyptic belief for over three centuries.

David Gorlaeus (1591-1612)
John Dee's Five Books of Mystery
Leadership in Healthcare opens up the world of leadership studies to all healthcare
professionals. Physicians, nurses, and other healthcare professionals spend
thousands of hours studying the science and technology of healthcare, and years
or even decades putting into practice recent findings in molecular biology, clinical
diagnostics, and therapeutics. By contrast, the topic of leadership and the traits of
effective leaders tend to receive remarkably little attention. Yet no less vital than
an understanding of how to interpret diagnostic tests and design care plans is a
grasp of healthcare's organizational side, including the operation of
multidisciplinary care teams, academic departments, and hospitals. If patient care,
education, research, and professional service are to thrive in years to come, we
must do a better job of preparing healthcare professionals to lead effectively.
Composed of insightful and thought-provoking essays on the key facets of
leadership, this book is designed to meet the needs of several important
constituencies, including educators of health professionals who wish to incorporate
leadership into their educational programs; health professional organizations
seeking to enhance their members' leadership effectiveness, and individual health
professionals who wish to embrace leadership in their personal and professional
lives. This book represents a vital resource for health professionals who wish to
enhance the quality of leadership in health professions education, practice, and
professional development. In addition to regularly caring for patients, Richard
Gunderman, MD PhD MPH brings to this discussion a wealth of personal experience
in professional and organizational leadership.

Magical Manuscripts in Early Modern Europe
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Permanently Online, Permanently Connected establishes the conceptual grounds
needed for a solid understanding of the permanently online/permanently
connected phenomenon, its causes and consequences, and its applied
implications. Due to the diffusion of mobile devices, the ways people communicate
and interact with each other and use electronic media have changed substantially
within a short period of time. This megatrend comes with fundamental challenges
to communication, both theoretical and empirical. The book offers a compendium
of perspectives and theoretical approaches from leading thinkers in the field to
empower communication scholars to develop this research systematically,
exhaustively, and quickly. It is essential reading for media and communication
scholars and students studying new media, media effects, and communication
theory.

The History of Cuba
Sixteen Satires Upon the Ancient Harlot
Alexander of Aphrodisias’s commentary (about AD 200) is the earliest extant
commentary on Aristotle’s Metaphysics and the most important indirect witness to
the Metaphysics text. In this study, Mirjam Kotwick demonstrates how to
reconstruct from Alexander’s commentary the Metaphysics text Alexander used
and how to make use of this ancient version of the Metaphysics for improving the
text of our direct manuscript tradition. Moreover, Kotwick investigates how
Alexander’s commentary may have influenced the transmission of the Metaphysics
at various stages. Kotwick’s study is the first book-length examination of a
commentary as a witness to an ancient philosophical text. This blend of textual
criticism and philosophical analysis both expands on existing methodologies in
classical scholarship and develops new ones.

Connecticut State Register And Manual
Environmental Management Accounting: Informational and
Institutional Developments
Historical Commentaries on the State of Christianity During the
First Three Hundred and Twenty-five Years from the Christian
Era
A History of Mechanics
This book provides a unified exposition of local-stereological methods developed
within the last 15 years. The object of local stereology is to draw inference about
quantitative parameters of spatial structures which can be regarded as
neighbourhoods of points, called reference points. The model example is a
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biological cell which can be regarded as a neighbourhood of its nucleus. In local
stereology, information from sections through the reference point is used. Only
very weak assumptions are needed for the structure under study. For instance,
specific cell shape assumptions are not necessary.In order to reach a broader
audience, the book has been written not only for specialists in stereology, integral
geometry and geometric measure theory. In particular, Chapter 1 is an elementary
introduction to stereology and the book contains about 75 illustrations. The theory
of local steroelogy involves, however, advanced mathematical tools, which
constitute an important part of the book.Local-stereological methods are now in
world-wide use in the microscopical study of biological tissue, and this invaluable
book also contains a description of how the local methods are used in practice.

The Ascension of Isaiah
This established textbook sets out the principles of limit state design and of its
application to reinforced and prestressed concrete members and structures. It will
appeal both to students and design engineers. The fourth edition incorporates
information on the recently introduced British Standard Code of practice for water
retaining structures BS8007. The authors have also taken the opportunity of
making minor revisions, generally based on the recommendations of BS8110.

Fractional Fields and Applications
Chavez and the Farm Workers
A detailed analysis of Spanish agricultural history, explaining why it changed so
slowly.

Difference Matters
This pathbreaking volume expands on the construct of psychological ownership,
placing it in the contexts of both individual consumer behavior and the wider
decision-making of consumer populations. An individual’s feeling of ownership
toward a target represents the perception that something is “mine!”, and is highly
relevant to buying and relating to specific goods, economic and health decisionmaking and, especially salient given today’s privacy concerns, psychological
ownership of digital content and personal data. Experts analyze the social
conditions and cognitive processes concerning shared consumer experiences and
psychological ownership. Contributors also discuss possibilities for socially
responsible forms of psychological ownership using examples from environmental
causes, and the behavioral mechanisms involved when psychological ownership
becomes problematic, as in cases of hoarding. Included among the topics:
Evidence from young children suggesting that even legal ownership is
fundamentally psychological. Ownership, the extended self, and the extended
object. Psychological ownership in financial decisions. The intersection of
ownership and design. Can consumers perceive collective psychological ownership
of an organization? Whose experience is it, anyway? Psychological ownership and
enjoyment of shared experiences. Psychological ownership as a facilitator of
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sustainable behaviors including stewardship. Future research avenues in
psychological ownership. Psychological Ownership and Consumer Behavior
pinpoints research topics and real-world issues that will define the field in the
coming years. It will be especially useful in graduate classes in marketing,
consumer behavior, policy interventions, and business psychology.

Alexander of Aphrodisias and the Text of Aristotle's
Metaphysics
This book describes an easy to apply methodology to determine the scenic value of
a coast. As one of the most critical aspects of beach user choice, the determination
of coastal area scenic quality is of primordial importance. This book is, therefore,
an extremely useful tool for any coastal lovers, being them users, teachers,
researchers, or managers. In particular, this work is the first book to present a semiquantitative analysis of coastal scenery based on more than 4,000 interviews
about people’s desired coastal imaginary. Twenty-six parameters can be used to
identify any coastal scene, which have then been sub-divided into five attribute
categories, weighted and subjected to fuzzy logic mathematics to obtain a decision
number (D). This number D represents the coastal scenery at that point, and Five
D classes are then presented (from I-excellent, to V-poor). Heritage areas, like
National Parks should lie in Class I, which infers top scenic quality. Over a time
span of a decade or so, the authors of this book have assessed more than 900
global locations using the technique given in this book. One of the main aims of
this method is to point out how scenic areas may be improved by judicious
intervention relating to parameters, mainly anthropogenic, chosen for assessment.
The content of this book opens perspectives for analysis of the potential for coastal
tourism development in natural areas and for landscape quality improvement in
current coastal tourist developed areas. “In a very comprehensive way, this book
reviews the main concepts about coastal scenery and through the vast global work
experience of the authors, presents different methodologies, as well as introducing
a novel methodology, using parameter weightings and fuzzy logic mathematics.”
Carlos Pereira da Silva, CICS.NOVA, Universidade Nova de Lisboa, Lisbon, Portugal
“Our lives will be greatly enriched by finding beauty, but we can use help in
defining the many ways beauty can be manifested. This book can help us by
informing us of the ways landscapes can be viewed and described from many
viewpoints to place our own understanding in better perspective.” Karl Nordstrom,
Geography Department, Rutgers University, New Jersey, USA “How do we define
and quantify a coast’s scenic value? This is the book. It begins by defining coastal
scenery, then reviews the approaches to quantifying it, followed by a new fuzzy
logic approach and examples. It finishes with a chapter on how to manage these
attractive landscapes, many of which are being overrun and ruined by
development. This is a must read for researchers who wish to evaluate and
managers who wish to maintain this valuable yet intangible coastal resource.”
Andrew Short, Coastal Studies Unit, Sydney University, Australia

Reinforced Concrete Design
When David Gorlaeus (1591-1612) passed away at 21 years of age, he left behind
two highly innovative manuscripts. Once they were published, his work had a
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remarkable impact on the evolution of seventeenth-century thought. However, as
his identity was unknown, divergent interpretations of their meaning quickly
sprang up. Seventeenth-century readers understood him as an anti-Aristotelian
thinker and as a precursor of Descartes. Twentieth-century historians depicted him
as an atomist, natural scientist and even as a chemist. And yet, when Gorlaeus
died, he was a beginning student in theology. His thought must in fact be placed at
the intersection between philosophy, the nascent natural sciences, and theology.
The aim of this book is to shed light on Gorlaeus’ family circumstances, his
education at Franeker and Leiden, and on the virulent Arminian crisis which
provided the context within which his work was written. It also attempts to define
Gorlaeus’ place in the history of Dutch philosophy and to assess the influence that
it exercised in the evolution of philosophy and science, and notably in early
Cartesian circles. Christoph Lüthy is professor of the history of philosophy and
science at Radboud University Nijmegen, the Netherlands.

A Theory of Natural Philosophy
Discovered in a hidden compartment of an old chest long after his death, the
secret writings of John Dee, one of the leading scientists and occultists of
Elizabethan England, record in minute detail his research into the occult. Dee
concealed his treatises on the nature of humankind's contact with angelic realms
and languages throughout his life, and they were nearly lost forever. In his brief
biography of John Dee, Joseph Peterson calls him a "true Renaissance man"?
detailing his work in astronomy, mathematics, navigation, the arts, astrology, and
the occult sciences. He was even thought to be the model for Shakespeare's
Prospero. All this was preparation for Dee's main achievement: five books,
revealed and transcribed between March 1582 and May 1583, bringing to light
mysteries and truths that scholars and adepts have been struggling to understand
and use ever since. These books detail his system for communicating with the
angels, and reveal that the angels were interested in and involved with the
exploration and colonization of the New World, and in heralding in a new age or
new world order. While Dee's influence was certainly felt in his lifetime, his
popularity has grown tremendously since. His system was used and adapted by the
Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn, and subsequently by Aleister Crowley. This
new edition of John Dee's Five Books of Mystery is by far the most accessible and
complete published to date. Peterson has translated Latin terms and added
copious footnotes, putting the instructions and references into context for the
modern reader.

“The” Red Jews
Globalization from Below
Environmental Management Accounting (EMA) is increasingly recognised as a
distinguished tool of environmental management. It helps to integrate a company's
environmental and business interests, whereby enhancing corporate eco-efficiency
in terms of reducing environmental costs or making one's product more
competitive. This book gives a comprehensive coverage of the state of the art. It
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presents a number of EMA frameworks that companies can take as a basis for
implementing their own specific EMA structures. Besides discussing environmental
accounting issues within conventional management accounting, it gives a detailed
picture of materials flow (cost) accounting as an alternative way of looking at the
ecology-economy relationships at the corporate level. A fascinating case study
shows how a large company (Siemens) applies materials flow accounting and what
benefits it entails.

Anacalypsis, an Attempt to Draw Aside the Veil of the Saitic
Isis; Or, An Inquiry Into the Origin of Languages, Nations, and
Religions
This book presents the story of a unique collection of 140 manuscripts of ‘learned
magic’ that was sold for a fantastic sum within the clandestine channels of the
German book trade in the early eighteenth century. The book will interpret this
collection from two angles – as an artefact of the early modern book market as well
as the longue-durée tradition of Western learned magic –, thus taking a new stance
towards scribal texts that are often regarded as eccentric, peripheral, or marginal.
The study is structured by the apparent exceptionality, scarcity, and illegality of
the collection, and provides chapters on clandestine activities in European book
markets, questions of censorship regimes and efficiency, the use of manuscripts in
an age of print, and the history of learned magic in early modern Europe. As the
collection has survived till this day in Leipzig University Library, the book provides
a critical edition of the 1710 selling catalogue, which includes a brief content
analysis of all extant manuscripts. The study will be of interest to scholars and
students from a variety of fields, such as early modern book history, the history of
magic, cultural history, the sociology of religion, or the study of Western
esotericism.

Meditations on the Life of Christ
The Life of Greece
"One of the most important devotional works of the Middle Ages and Renaissance,
this book provided a major source for both visual and literary artists, as well as for
preachers, contemplatives, and believes. The amazing number of manuscript
sources attests to its far-reaching influence. Gospel accounts of Christ's life are
supplemented by apocryphal material from a variety of sources, to provide in an
inviting style a highly readable biography. The translation brings to life the pathos,
humor, and wisdom of Caulibu's book while maintaining impeccable scholarship.
The volume is further enhanced by eight full-color plates selected from the
miniatures in MS 410, Corpus Christi College, Oxford."

The Wedderburn Book
Sustainability requires companies to develop in an economically, environmentally
and socially sustainable manner. Corporate sustainable development in turn
requires movement towards cleaner production. In order to recognize the potential
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from cleaner production – reduced costs and fewer environmental impacts through
the reduced use of materials – environmental management accounting (EMA) is a
necessary information management tool. Environmental Management Accounting
for Cleaner Production reveals a set of tools for companies to collect, evaluate and
interpret the information they need to estimate their potential to use cleaner
production to realize cost savings and to make the best decisions about the
available cleaner production options. EMA is therefore the key for driving
environmental progress, cost savings, increased competitiveness and corporate
sustainability through the means of cleaner production.

Permanently Online, Permanently Connected
"This book presents case studies, literature reviews, ethnographies, and
frameworks supporting the emerging technologies of RFID implants while also
highlighting the current and predicted social implications of human-centric
technologies"--Provided by publisher.

Learning Progressions for Maps, Geospatial Technology, and
Spatial Thinking
Monumental study traces the history of mechanical principles chronologically from
antiquity through the early 20th century. Contributions of ancient Greeks,
Leonardo, Galileo, Kepler, Lagrange, others. 116 illustrations.

Difference Matters
The Satires of Juvenal capture the splendor, squalor, and sheer vibrant energy of
everyday Roman life better than any other work. A member of the traditional
landowning class that was rapidly seeing power slip into the hands of dynamic
outsiders, Juvenal offers savage portraits of decadent aristocrats, women
interested only in "rough trade" like actors and gladiators, and the pretentious
sons of pimps and auctioneers. With an eye to the stern forebears of Rome's past,
Juvenal puts into exquisite relief the degradation of his infamous times.For this
third edition, Peter Green's celebrated translation has been substantially revised to
bring it still closer to the tone and structure of Juvenal's Latin and to take into
account important scholarship of the past quarter-century. The Introduction, Notes,
and Bibliography have all been updated and expanded. Copyright © Libri GmbH.
All rights reserved.

Uberveillance and the Social Implications of Microchip
Implants: Emerging Technologies
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part
of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from
the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible.
Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of
these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world),
and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may
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freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this
work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc.
Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be
preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

Coastal Scenery
Wavelets and their Applications
Reprint, 2013, with minor corrections, of the edition published in 1991. The
corrections constitute revisions of the translations of some of the Greek text; but
these do not substantially change the argument of the book.

Selected Studies of the Principle of Relative Frequency in
Language
Psychological Ownership and Consumer Behavior
As an approach to educational research, learning progressions offer considerable
potential for investigating how children develop an understanding of geographic
concepts and practices across grade bands and in relation to national geography
standards. With funding support from the US National Science Foundation, this
book was created as a resource for researching learning progressions for maps,
geospatial technology and spatial thinking. Featuring contributions from experts in
geography, math and science education, the book's chapters offer advice,
examples and guidance on the following topics: · Definitions of learning
progressions with examples from geography, math and science education; ·
Discussion of relevant research on spatial cognition, map learning and GIS
education; · Approaches to constructing samples and assessment items for
quantitative studies; · Demonstration of how to perform validity tests of research
instruments; · Demonstration and practice of qualitative methods, including clinical
interviews; · How to interpret quantitative and qualitative data; · Common errors,
pitfalls and obstacles in learning progressions research; · Strategies for working
with teachers and students in K-12 classrooms. The interdisciplinary nature of the
book will appeal to graduate students, higher education faculty and school
teachers in several subject areas.

Ubiquitous and Mobile Learning in the Digital Age
This book focuses mainly on fractional Brownian fields and their extensions. It has
been used to teach graduate students at Grenoble and Toulouse's Universities. It is
as self-contained as possible and contains numerous exercises, with solutions in an
appendix. After a foreword by Stéphane Jaffard, a long first chapter is devoted to
classical results from stochastic fields and fractal analysis. A central notion
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throughout this book is self-similarity, which is dealt with in a second chapter with
a particular emphasis on the celebrated Gaussian self-similar fields, called
fractional Brownian fields after Mandelbrot and Van Ness's seminal paper.
Fundamental properties of fractional Brownian fields are then stated and proved.
The second central notion of this book is the so-called local asymptotic selfsimilarity (in short lass), which is a local version of self-similarity, defined in the
third chapter. A lengthy study is devoted to lass fields with finite variance. Among
these lass fields, we find both Gaussian fields and non-Gaussian fields, called Lévy
fields. The Lévy fields can be viewed as bridges between fractional Brownian fields
and stable self-similar fields. A further key issue concerns the identification of
fractional parameters. This is the raison d'être of the statistics chapter, where
generalized quadratic variations methods are mainly used for estimating fractional
parameters. Last but not least, the simulation is addressed in the last chapter.
Unlike the previous issues, the simulation of fractional fields is still an area of
ongoing research. The algorithms presented in this chapter are efficient but do not
claim to close the debate.

Local Stereology
The last 15 years have seen an explosion of interest in waveletswith applications in
fields such as image compression, turbulence,human vision, radar and earthquake
prediction. Wavelets represent an area that combines signal in imageprocessing,
mathematics, physics and electrical engineering. As such, this title is intended for
the wide audience that isinterested in mastering the basic techniques in this
subject area,such as decomposition and compression.

Leadership in Healthcare
The Traffic in Praise
Presenting the first systematic empirical research on the global justice movement,
Globalization from Below analyzes a movement from the viewpoints of the
activists, organizers, and demonstrators themselves. The authors traveled to
Genoa with anti-G8 protesters and collected data from more than 800 participants.
They examine the interactions between challengers and elites, and discuss how
new models of activism fit into current social movement work.

Environmental Management Accounting for Cleaner Production
Newtonian mechanics : dynamics of a point mass (1001-1108) - Dynamics of a
system of point masses (1109-1144) - Dynamics of rigid bodies (1145-1223) Dynamics of deformable bodies (1224-1272) - Analytical mechanics : Lagrange's
equations (2001-2027) - Small oscillations (2028-2067) - Hamilton's canonical
equations (2068-2084) - Special relativity (3001-3054).

Broader Horizons
The voice is the most powerful and widely used instrument in music therapy. This
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book demonstrates the enormous possibilities for personal change and growth
using a new, voice-based model of psychotherapy where the sounds of the voice
are expressed, listened to and interpreted in order to access unconscious aspects
of the self and retrieve memories, images and feelings from the past. Combining
theory with practice, the book explains the foundations of vocal psychotherapy and
goes on to explore its usage in clinical practice and the various techniques
involved. The book integrates important concepts from depth psychology such as
regression, reenactment and working with transference and counter-transference
with the practice of vocal music therapy. Drawing on over twenty years of
research, the author uses case studies to illustrate specific vocal interventions,
including improvisation techniques such as vocal holding, free associative singing
and psychodramatic singing. Vocal Psychotherapy highlights the value of voice
work as an integral part of the psychotherapeutic process and provides a model of
advanced clinical work that will be essential reading for music and creative arts
therapists.

The Political Writings of St. Augustine
Here in one concise volume is St. Augustine's brilliant analysis of where faith and
politics meet - casting a penetrating light on Roman civilization, the coming Middle
Ages, ecclesiastical politics, and some of the most powerful ideas in the Western
tradition, including Augustine's famous "just war theory" and his timeless ideas of
how men should live in society.
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